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0. Introduction 
Let (p and i/r be two measurable functions on (a, b), Denote 




exists. In the case ^ = 1 and qj(x)=|x|p'(ls/?-<«>) we usually write LP instead of 
cp(L)HL). 
The norm of f£Lp(a, b) is defined by 
l l / l l P = ( / l / ( * ) l p d * ) 1 / p . 
a 
The space LP of all the functions of periodic 2n will be denoted by LP[2n]. The 
modulus of continuity of a function f£Lp(a,b) is defined as follows 
co(f,8)p= sup [ f \f(x+h)-f(x)\pdx)1,p (0 sS^b-a). oshss 
If f£Lp[2n] then let 
SIR 
coif, S)p = sup ( / \f(x+h)-f(x)\"dx)llp (5^0). Os/l^i Q 
A nondecreasing continuous function Q on [0,1] is called a modulus of con-
tinuity if 
i2(0) = 0, flfo + cy S i2(&)+i2(c52) (0 S ¿1 s <52 ^ 51+52 == 1). 
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For a modulus of continuity Q and 1 let 
H° = Hj},(°:= {KL": co(f, 5) S c(/)i2(<5), 5 > 0} 
here and later c(x, ...) denotes a constant depending only on x, ... , furthermore 
c will denote an absolute constant (not necessarily the same in different formulae). 
Let F= {/„}~0 be an orthonormal system on (a, b). Define for « = 0 , 1 , . . . 
n 
7T„(JF) {pn = 2 ¿kfk: 4 a r e r e a l numbers, fc = 0, 1, ...}. k=o 
If for some 1 F c Z / , then let 
£ „ ( F / ) P := inf 1/-/?„!!„ ( /6L p , " = 0,1, ...). p„6i7„(f) 
For a given decreasing sequence of real numbers tending to zero a=(a„)=(a„ |0) , let 
E(F, a,/>):= {f^L": En(F,f)p c ( / )a„ , n = 0, 1, ...}. 
Many authors have studied the so-called imbedding problems: What are suffi-
cient conditions and what are necessary conditions (regarding Q) for 
(1) H?-°>cA, 
where A is a given set of functions. A similar problem is to find sufficient conditions 
and necessary conditions (regarding a) for 
(2) E(F,<x,p)^B, 
where B denotes some given set of functions. For example UL'JANOV [10] considered 
these problems in the case A=B=Lq[2n] (1 and if F is the trigonometric 
system. TiMAN [9] answering one of Ul'janov's questions proved that a certain 
sufficient condition due to Ul'janov is also necessary for imbedding (2) with 
B=Lq[2n]. L. Leindler generalized these results for A=B=(p(L)i]/(L) (see e.g. 
[4 ] , [5 ] ) . Some analogous results on the infinite interval due to J. NEMETH [8] . 
Let ¿ > 0 . The orthonormal system F is called (by the present author) a {N, A}-
system if the inequality 
(3) \\p„\\q s cn1((1")-,1")) ||/>n||p 
holds for every pn^n„(F), n= 1,2, ... and 1 <=•=. In the case A = l , in-
equality (3) is called Nikol'skii-inequality. 
The following statement is true, its proof is similar to that of TIMAN [9]. Let 
F be a (AT, A}-system and let f£L" If for some 1 
(4) £ := 2 n^q,p~1)~1E2(F,f)p < » n=l 
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then f£Lq and | | / | | , Sc{ | | / | | J +e} l r t . Consequently, for a {N, A}-system, the 
is sufficient for imbedding (2) with B=Lq. We can ask if this is also necessary. 
On the other hand, many results of the approximation theory show that for a 
given system F there exist new moduli of continuity for which the analogues of 
Jackson and Bernstein theorems are true. Therefore the following problem seems 
to be natural: What can we say about imbedding (1) in the case if co is also a modulus 
of continuity? 
In this paper we give an answer to the first question in the case of the generalized 
Hermite functions and we consider the second problem for the modulus of con-
tinuity to be defined later on. Some results will be proved for (p(L)ij/(L) as well. 
Let 
w ( x ) = (1 + (_oo <*<<*>), „ ^ 2 , t ^ O 
and let {hn} be the system of the orthonormal polynomials with respect to the weight 
iv2. Then the system Fu v={fnw} is orthonormal on ») . If u=2, v=0 
then Fu v is the system of the orthonormal Hermite functions. The weight w was 
introduced by F R E U D [ 2 ] for all real v and u S 2 . In this paper, when no additional 
condition is required, we always assume that v^O, w^2. 
We define the modulus of continuity of a function / € 2 7 ( — a s follows 
condition 
(5) 2 „AC«/p-l)-la, ^ CO 
1. The main results 
(6) TO*(f, à)p = ®lf l ( /> S)p = 0)*A,B(M, V, f , <5)p = 
B 
= sup { / \f (x+h)-fp(x)\"W"(x)dxY'p+ 
where 
The modulus of this type was introduced in [3]. 
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For a given sequence of real numbers (<pn) and 1 s/?, let 
M 
(7) *(*) = .:= 2 
*=1 
In the case A = 1 this function was introduced by LEINDLER [6]. 
Further on we simply write q>(L)\j/(L) for (p(L)ip(L)(_*,t0a). 
The following theorems are true: 
Theo rem 1. Let 1 and let a=(an\0), (<pn) be given nonnegative 
monotonic sequences satisfying 
(8) na„ ^ cmam for 1 ^ n < m 
and (pki^c<pk, and if q>p then let (<pn) be decreasing. Let be the func-
tion defined in (J) with A= 1 — 1/w. Then a necessary condition for 
(9) E(FU,„, a, p) c Lq+<-1~ll")<-1~q/p)0(L) 
is 
(10) Z n » - 1 " ' " " - 1 » - 1 ? , a q < oo. 
11=1 < 
Theo rem 2. Lei 1 and let a=(a„|0) fee a sequence having the 
properties required in Theorem 1. Let vo=0. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
(11) E(Fu,Bo,«,p)czL<> 
is 
( 1 2 ) J < o o . 
n = l 
Theorem 3. Let Q be a modulus of continuity, and let (cp„) 
be a sequence having the properties required in Theorem 1. Let 4>—$pqtX with 
k= 1 — 1/m. A necessary condition for 
(13) Jfj},** Lq + il-l/U)(l-«/*)$(£) 
is 
(14) Z n (1-1/u)(«/"-1)->„ i2«(«-(1-1/»)) < co. 
n=i 
Theorem 4. Lei and let a)Q=coA B(u,v0,fd)p with v0=0. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for 
(15) <z Lq 
is 
( 1 6 ) Z « ( 1 - 1 " ) ( " p - 1 , - 1 f i « ( « - ( 1 - 1 ' » ) ) < o o . 
11=1 
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2. Lemmas 
Lemma 1 ([6], Lemma 5). Let />>0 and let (ót„|0) be a sequence satisfying 
(8). Let (cp„) be a nonnegative monotonie sequence having the property that for a cer-
tain a. 
(17) Í t S r ® ' ^ ' 




Then títere exists a sequence {Bk} such that 
m (19) Bk\0, Bk^ak, 2kkp-1Bl ^c(X,p)mXpapm for any A > 0 k=1 
and 
(20) Z<Pkk~*Bg=~. k = 1 
This lemma differs from Lemma 5 of [6] in the rate of X , since the last inequality 
in (19) is true for any A>0 (in [6] this inequality was proved for X = l ) . Indeed, 
the sequence {Bk} defined in [6] has property (19). The proof of this fact is similar 
to that of the last inequality in (2.4) of [6].. 
We have similar remark concerning the inequality (25) in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2 ([6], Lemma 6). Let p^l, a < 1 and let (a„j0) be a sequence sat-
isfying (8). If for the positive increasing sequence (<p„), 





hold, then there exist a sequence {Bk} and a sequence of integers {nt} such that 
(23) B„10, Bn =g a„ 
(24) nk+l>2nk and B„k + 1 s jB„k (fc s 1) 
(25) 2 nXq~1Bq c(q, X)mkqaqm for any q,X>0 
(26) 2<Pnn~aBp=~> and 2<pnknl-*B„k = ~ /1=1 • it=i 




Lemma 3. Let 1 Л г 1/2 гг/и/ /г/ (a„), (<р„) be. sequences having 
the properties requirèd in Theorem 1. If 
(28) 2 « i ( , / p _ 1 ) " V - « 2 = ~ 
n = l 
then there exists a function /0£LP[0, 1] having the following properties: 
(29) /„(*) = 0, *€[2-A, 1] 
(30) / |/ f (*) | 'd* s са'к (0 < h 2-«*+», к = 1, 2,. . .) 
о 
(31) ©C/ô, S ca&, к = 1,2, ... 
and 
(32) 
where Ф = Фр 9 ; is defined by (1). 
Proof . First we remark that in the case л = 1 this lemma was proved in 
[6], [7]. Here we use a similar method for the construction o f / 0 . 
If q=p then the conditions of Lemma 1 with a = l are satisfied, so there 
exists a sequence {5J satisfying (19) and (20) with oc = 1. 
If q>p then the conditions of Lemma2 are satisfied with a = l — — l j 
and the exponent p appearing in Lemma 2 is chosen to be q. Therefore there exist 
{5J and {«J satisfying (23)—(27). 
Now we can define 
(33) /„(*) = 
Qn if * = Зя2-я(п+2> 
0 if *(E[2-\ 1], л; = 2~Лп 
linear on [2-A(n+1), з л 2 - л ( л + 2 ) ] , 
[Зд2-Д(п+2), 2"Яп], n = 1,2,. . . , 
where 
(34) q„:= 2 ( и + 1 ^ ( 5 2 р п - ^ + . ) 1 / Р ( r t = l , 2 , . . . ) 
with 
_ (Bn if p = q 
B * - \ ê n if p ^ q . 
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Let 
f l (35) - <x:= 
and let 
(36) . h£(o2~x(k+3\ o2~m+2)], k^2. 
Then it is easy to see that 
0 < ( 4 A - l ) / i < 1 -h. 
We have 
l-h (4a-1VI 1-h 
f \fo(t + h)-fQ(t)\"dt= f + f =:A + /2. 
0 0 (4^-l)fi 
By (19) and (23) we get 
4 A /, 2*^ o - An 
/ I / O W I p ^ S / \Mx)\'dx= Z J \.fo(x)\pdx = 
0 0 «=ia..4fi+l) 
= (1 -2-A) 2 2-X(tt+1)epn = (1-2-0 2(4? s 
To estimate /2 we notice that by (35) and (36) we have for every t^2~>M, 1 
SA;+1 
/+A hS 2-J1(n-1>. 
Therefore for those values of t 
\Mt+h)-f0(t)\ == (gn+en-i) s ch2*"+»(e„+en-i)-
Now, using (19), (23) and (25) we have 
h = f \M' + h)-f0(t)\pdtS f \f0(t + h)-fM"dt = 
( 4 * - l ) »
 2
--Ufc + 2> 
fc + 1 2-An t + 1 
= 2 f \Mt + h ) - f M p d t ^ c 2 2-*"[h2^\Qn + Qn_l)]>>^ n=l 2-A(n+l) M = 1 
fc + 1 k+1 
s cA' 2 2 i ( p -1 ) n(en+e„_1) ' ' £ ch" 2 = 
n=l n=0 
(i + l fc + 1 
- ch' 2 s ch" 2 2*,pnB%n =s 
n=0 n=0 
2k + l 
^ chp 2 iA p _ 15f s cAp(2*+1)*papk+i S caffc. 
i=l 
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So / 1 +/ 2 ^caf j t , from which (31) follows. (29) follows from the definition of f0. 
We obtain (30) by the estimate of 7X. 
Now let us prove (32). If q=p then the function <PPjq,x and the sequence 
{/?„} do not depend on A, therefore we can use the estimates on p. 61 of [6]. Ac-
cording to this, for N— 1, 2, . . . , there exists ¡j. depending on N such that 
(37) jg <Pkk~1B£ c 5 1 f ( 2 n ) № - J s ^ + . ) + c s *=i >i=i 
c 2 4>(2n)e52-*n+1)+c. 
k=l 
Since by our assumption and (20) the first sum in inequality (37) tends to infinity 
as N— therefore 
(38) 2 * 0 . n ) Q p n i - ' n - ~ > - 0 1 - - ) . -
n=i 
On the other hand, by the assumption <pk^cq>k we have 4>(u2)^c<P(u). Con-
sequently, since As 1/2 we get 
<P(2n) =s c<Z>(2;"). 
Hence by (38) we have 
(39) j?<P(2*")itf2-A B=~. 
n=i 
However, 
/ l/o(*)lp<*> f v ) dx= 2 f 1/oWI" <*> M d x = f \x/ „=o ¡¡.Mn+i) vX> 
„ 2 - •»•" „ 
S 2 / l/o(*)lpd* s c 2Xn)Qp2-*n. 
n=0 + " = 0 
So by (39) . 
(40) f\Mx)\'*(j;)dx=«>. 
This together with the property <P(u2)^c<P(u) implies by Lemma 13 of [10] that 
/oCLp«P(L)[0 j,, which proves (32) for q=p. 
Let now q>p. Using the assumption (pk2^ccpk we have 
M w 
k=1 k=[x/2] 
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Therefore 




0 if x<E[0, 1] 
<pn if x = n 
linear on [«, n+1], n = 1,2, ... 
Using Lemma 2 with a = 1 —X(q¡p — \) we have 
(42) ¿9>2n2"A(i/"-1>(JB2n-52n+i)« =oo. 
n=l 
On the other hand 
/ !/o(*)l> dx = 2 f 1)X\fo(x)\"<p ( i ) dx S 
0 n =1 2-nA \A/ 
g c(A) i ^ c(A) ¿ <p2nQn2-"* =é 
Fl = 1 D = 1 
S c(A) 2 <pzn2"W-»(BZr, -Bin•,)«/' e c(A) 2 (p^"»«»-»^-Bzn+0«. n=l n-1 
Hence by (42) we get 
0 VJC ' 
Therefore again using Lemma 13 of [10] we have 
0 
so, by (41) 
f0$Lq+Ml~qlP) <P(L). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
L e m m a 4 ([7], Theorem 3.1). Let w0=0, ws2 , n=1,2,.... 77ie/2 /or awj> 
p¿n„(FUtV) and we have 
(43) . 
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Lemma 5 ([1], Lemma 3.6 and [2] Lemma 4.7). Let Suppose that 
a function g is absolutely continuous on every finite interval and f.=wg, wg'£Lp, then 
(44) En(Fu,v,f)pS-^ \\Wg'l (n= 1,2,. . .). 
Lemma 6. Let For any f£Lp and — °° we have 
(45) E„(FUiV, f ) p c(A, B)co%B(f, (n = 1,2, ...) 
where co* is defined in (5). 
P roof ; The existence of m* indeed follows from the following inequalities 
fw(x) S c(B, S)w(x+h) 
(46) \ , { , , ' , ' , A , ( ¿ > 0 , 0 < f c s i ) . 
Let now 
4 := «-(1-1/u), fP := w-'fi 
By Minkowskii-inequality we have 
B 




Hence, it follows that there exists an A ^ x „ ^ B such that 
\d„| ^ C(A, B)COA,B(/> K)P 
with 




2An_1 / / P ( * + 0 ^ if 
¿„/2 
2A-1 / if 
^/2 
Then it is easy to see that 
ll(/P-<PnHIP ^ c(A, B)co*A;B(f, A„)p 
and 
||<p>||p Is c(A, £)coXB(f, Xn)p- )~\ 
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Since (pn is absolutely continuous on every finite interval, by the last two inequalities, 
using Lemma 6 we get 
E„(Fu,dJ)p \\(fP-<pn)w\\„ + EN(FU,D, <p„w) S 
s c(A, B)a>%B(f, ln)p+c(A, B)Xn ||<p>||p == 
^ c(A, 5)<„(/, A„)p, 
which proves (45). 
4. Proofs of the theorems 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that 
(47) 
n=l 
Then by Lemma 3 there exists a function f0£Lp[0,1] satisfying (29)—(32) with 
We define 
_ (dfoix) w"(x) if x£[0, 1] with d = e">\ 
= 10, if x W , 1], 
and estimate co*.B(f,d). with A=2, B=3. By X:=l—- we have for 1— u 
hih) := f \fp(x+h)-fp(x)\pwp(x) dx s 
— oo 
/\f0(x)\»dx+c f \fQ(x+h)-f0(x)\»dx. 
0 0 
Hence by (30), (31) we get 
h W ^ c a f t if jt = 1, 2 
Therefore by the definition of co* we have 
cot3(f,2-x%^ax* (k = 1,2,...), 
from which it follows by (45) that 
EAFu$v,f)P ^ ca2»c (k = 1,2,...). 
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Since na^cmotn for l s n c m , we obtain 
En(FUtV,f)p ca„ n= 1, 2, ...), 
too. This proves that f£E(Fa>B, a,p). 
On the other hand, since f(x)^f0(x) (x£[0,1]), by (32) we have 
The proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 
Remark-1. In the proof of Theorem 1 the chosen values of constants A and 
B in co* indeed are not essential. For any — by similar method we 
can construct a function/such that f$Lq+xil~9lP) 4>(L) and 
<*</, s cc^ (k= 1,2,. . .) . 
P r o o f of Theo rem 2. If <p„=l (n=0,1, ...) then 
Therefore the necessary part in Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1. The sufficient 
part is a consequence of the statement summarized in the introduction, since by 
(43) FutH is a {i\T, (l - i ) } -system. 
Proof of T h e o r e m 3. Assume that series (14) is divergent. Then by virtue 
of Remark 1, with an:=Q(n~(1~1/u)), we can construct a function /£L P such that 
f$Lq+X(-1-qlp)4>(L) and 
< b ( / > 2_(1_1/u)'t)p == cQ(2~il~1,u)k) (k = 1, 2, ...). 
Hence by the properties of the modulus of continuity it follows that 
co%B(f,8)p^cQ(5) ( ¿ > 0 ) . 
So, we have f£Hap 'a*. 
P r o o f of Theorem 4. The necessary part of Theorem 4 is a consequence 
of Theorem 3. The sufficient part follows from Theorem 2 and Lemma 6. 
Finally the author would like to thank Professor L. Leindler for pointing 
out the problems considered in this paper. I am grateful to Professor J. Szabados 
for his information about the paper of H . N . MHASKAR and E . B . SAFF [7 ] . 
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